
CASE STUDY OF SELECTED ENTERPRISES IN TERMS OF

ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGIES

As Peter F. Drucker () explains the entrepreneurial strategies as 'Being the fustest with the mostest' which points out at
the beginning of a leadership.

When he began his first company he was only 20 and possessed passion to own his own built businesses. His
research question focused on internal and external factors hindering the growth and survival of MSEs,
however, the study does not clearly indicated those of internal factors. Accordingly, for micro enterprise
number of employees less than 10 and annual turnover is not exceeding ksh , She gained the administrative
centre amount to have her individual cosmetic range from Dawson's Cosmetic. Metamorphosis was also a
failure for many reasons. Based on the limited research that is available summarised in Table I , we can
conclude that, as far as SMEs are concerned, having a formal strategy as a leading principle is less important
than it is in large organisations, and that it would appear that SMEs are more likely to improve their BM in
response to the challenges they face along the way. Measurement of actual performance must, be done in the
same terms in which standards have been laid down so that comparisons are easier and meaningful. Both the
protocol and pre-structured case reporting format are available on request. Introduction This section presents
the description of study area, the research design used, target population, sources of data, sample selection
techniques, sample size, variable definition and selection data collection and data analysis techniques used in
assessing factors affecting performance of MSEs in Assosa town. The codes are included in the results section
between brackets [ ]. Publication date: 13 May Abstract Purpose Marketing has been seen as one of the
greatest problems faced by small- and medium-sized enterprises SMEs , but simultaneously one of the most
important activities for their growth and survival. These two pillars should be considered as an interlinked set
of policies for the following reason: on the one hand, entrepreneurs do not act in a vacuum, but whether and
how they use their skills and motivations to transform business ideas into profit opportunities is shaped by
existing framework conditions. Typically, SMEs pursuing profitability focus on price competition and
operational planning, with limited attention for strategic planning, the main objective being efficiency and cost
reduction. According Fjose, et al. The fourth start-up case shows how the SMEs may sometimes only want to
take some of the steps: a company that provides Lotteries as a Service for charity organisations followed the
path up to the testing phase [Explore the market, Develop viable proposition and BM Test my BM]. Their
results apply to large companies and SMEs following a formal strategy process. Hence improving those
variables increase performance of MSEs profit. The product quality of the business might be of good quality
designed innovative ideas and control quality of Wooten, the reason that company is always working out of
profit spite of having big amount of capital may be related to mismanagement or un proper planning from the
management. First, our findings support the strategic management view Chesbrough, ; Teece, , according to
which strategic goals and incentives define BMI. For example, Doz and Kosonen considered successful BM
renewal and transformation as one of the main outcomes of strategic agility. Study on personality traits often
conducted to examine the factors that determine the business successes at small business are the characteristics
of an entrepreneur. Jimella experienced also brought up in such environment where self dependency was
rather important. Similarly, for capital, variables such as political, legal, financial, marketing, working
premises, technological, opportunity seeking, persistence, commitment to the work, demand for efficiency and
quality, risk taking, information seeking, and self-confidence are positively influence to performance of MSEs
capital and significantly affect performance of MSEs. The reason of the short fall could not be recognized yet
it can be remarked as market downfall which reduced market sales of Indulgence spa products. However
Envision Design failed he continued working and discovered to improve his skills and extra-knowledge about
the computer animation. That time there have been 4.


